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EDUCATION

Norix Education

Dorm Room Furniture Norix Titan and Protégé
are specifically designed dorm room furniture that
is built to withstand heavy use without sacrificing
modern, elegant, home-like appeal. The wood finish
on steel construction creates a resilient dorm
setting without the institutional look to help
students feel more at home.
Classroom Furniture Permanent and temporary
seating and tables make many of the Norix
products ideals for classroom furniture. Whether
the goal is to stimulate thought and creativity or
to simply endure the challenges of heavy-use,
Norix products are built to deliver.
Residence Halls and Rec Hall Furniture Style and
function can be combined when looking to furnish
challenging environments such as residence halls,
rec centers, and student centers. Norix provides
a wide range of suitable options including dining,
lounge, activity, and event furniture.
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Titan® Series

Looking for residential furniture that can endure years of
use in an education environment? Look no further than
the Titan® Series from Norix – a complete line of steel
case goods that combines functional versatility with the
durability of all-steel construction. There’s no substitute
for the strength, safety and durability of steel furniture,
and Titan has emerged as the product of choice in
constant-use settings. Why? Because Titan was designed
to perform in the most challenging environments.
Titan is an ideal choice to replace problem wood furniture.
Its all steel construction delivers maximum strength,
durability, and peace of mind. Titan products are heavy
… and heavy duty. You don’t have to worry that they’ll be
invaded by bedbugs, picked apart, or broken by those who
use it. Steel stands the test of time, and provides the best
value option. Day in and day out – year after year – Titan
delivers worry-free performance.
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Steel Color

Khaki

Ebony

Optional Steel Colors*

*Minimums apply.

Cream

Pewter

Shark

Irish Moss

London Fog

Slate

Dusk

Mink

Laminate

Optional Laminates*

Wild Cherry

Kensington Maple

Rustic Slate

Pewter Brush

Panel Base Bed

Frame Style Bed

38

Available in Panel Base Bed, Bunkable
Panel Base Bed and Panel Base
Bunk. Steel deck, steel end frames for
optional bunking. Ships K.D. Optional
headboard, footboard, bunk-locking
clamps, bottom closure panel, ladder
and safety rails.

11

81.3 / 86.3

Lift Deck Series

Spring Bed Series

72

38.5
37

Steel nightstand with two tamper-resistant
drawers. Drawers feature padlock hasp
locking mechanism. Institutional-grade
laminated top. Optional matching laminated
drawer fronts.

Steel chest with institutionalgrade laminated top. Tamperresistant drawers. Available in 2,
3 and 5 drawer chests. Drawers
feature padlock hasp locking
mechanism. Optional matching
laminated drawer fronts.

Lift deck bed with recessed
padlock hasp and gas springs with
dynamic dampening. Available in
Lift Deck Bed and Bunkable Lift
Deck Bed.

38

82

13.3

37
38.5

86

80.6 / 85.6

Nightstand

Chest

37

82

Spring deck bed with deck mechanically
fastened to steel end frames. Available
in Bunkable Spring Deck Bed and Spring
Deck Bunk Bed. End frames have plastic
adapter caps inserted into vertical
members to allow bunking without
additional parts or tools.

38.5 /
56.5

72

Frame style bed with steel deck
mechanically fastened to steel end
frames. Available in Bunkable Frame
Style Bed or Frame Style Bunk.

Wardrobe

Freestanding wardrobe with
one fixed shelf and safety J-bar
for hanging clothes. Integrated
recessed finger pull. Adjustable
floor leveler glides. Available in
Single Wardrobe and Double
Wardrobe. Ships K.D. in two boxes.

25

24

20

78

24

78

24

24

36/42

Drawer Locker

29
24

30.5

43
24

18.3
24

30.5

30

The Titan® Drawer Locker is sized to fit
underneath Titan® Bunkable Frame Style
Beds. The drawer slides are welded to the
drawer body and are built with no moving
31.4
parts. Features a padlock hasp locking
mechanism, non-adjustable floor glides,
ganging capability and a 2" caster that
supports the front of the drawer when open.

18.1
24

Table Desk

Steel desk with institutional-grade
laminated top. Includes pencil drawer.
Adjustable floor leveler glides.

30

36

24
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Protégé™ Series
If you are looking for highly durable firehouse furniture with a sleek design, look
no further than Norix’s Protégé – a value-driven series of products designed for
constant use in environments that historically have been institutional in nature.

Laminate

Steel Color

Khaki

Ebony

Wild Cherry

Bunkable Bed

All steel construction with welded tubular
bed deck and 36” x 80” sleep surface static
load tested to 600 lbs. Integrated steel
headboard and footboard is available with
optional wood grain laminate headboard/
footboard. With optional Bunk Bed Kit,
bunkable end frames stack securely to
create a bunk bed. Assembles in minutes
with simple tools, all hardware included.
Shown with Protégé Under Bed Storage.

38.9
86.5

38.9
39.5

Nightstand

The Protégé Nightstand’s cabinet body and
shelves are constructed out of 19-gauge steel,
while the top is made of a high-impact density
fiberboard and durable high pressure laminate.

38

Under Bed Storage

18
18.8

Locker

22

18

This two-drawer system fits perfectly
underneath our Protégé Beds and
features adjustable floor glides and a
hasp locking mechanism for privacy
and security.

18

This 18 inch wide freestanding single door locker
is perfect for personal storage such as shirts,
70
pants, jackets and other apparel that needs to
be hung up.

18
5

18

Comfort Shield® Rescue Sealed Seam Mattress
Rescue Series mattresses feature 100% sealed seams that are radio
frequency welded and guaranteed not to break – for enhanced hygiene,
security and durability.

Ripstop,
Fire
Fluid
Anti
Bedbug
Sealed Seam Retardant Resistant Microbial Resistant

Ideally suited for firehouse environments. Foam core for cushioned comfort with
no inner springs. Separate or integrated pillow options. Available in standard sizes.
Polyurethane coated cover with welded seams for enhanced hygiene and durability.
Color

Norix Blue

Shown with Titan®
Panel Base Bed

• 100% sealed seam construction
• Durable cover materials are fluid resistant
• Long-lasting polyurethane foam core
protected by fire barrier
• Cushioned comfort with no inner springs
• Breathable vent system repels oil, water and
bodily fluids
• Pillow sold separately
• Mattress ships economically with bed
36

6

75/80

Norix best value dorm-sized mattress. Made especially for fire station environments.
Densified fiber core with no inner springs. Separate or integrated pillow options.
Breathable vent system repels oil, water, and bodily fluids. Polyurethane coated cover
with welded seams for enhanced hygiene and durability.
Color
• Norix best value dorm-sized mattress
• 100% sealed seam construction
• Durable cover materials are fluid resistant
• Easy to clean and deodorize
• 11 oz. densified polyester core
• Cushioned comfort with no inner springs
• Breathable vent system repels oil, water
and bodily fluids

Norix Blue

36

Shown on Bunkable Bed

4.5

75/80

Comfort Shield® Dorm Series Sewn Seam Mattresses

Highly durable mattresses with antimicrobial nylon cover and anti-crevice inverted seam. Available in two grade
levels: economy Foam Core construction, and a Dual Comfort Foam Encased Innerspring construction. Comfort
Shield Sewn Seam Mattresses carry a 3 year limited warranty, and comply with current flammability test standards.
Color

Anti-crevice inverted seam construction uses
fire retardant Kevlar® thread for strength and
durability. Anti-microbial 210 Denier Oxford Nylon
Cover, with polyurethane coating and laminated
flame retardant barrier is moisture resistant, antibacterial, crack resistant and stain resistant. Available
in two grade levels: Foam Core Construction and Dual
Comfort foam Encased Innerspring.

Navy

Shown on Bunkable
Next Gen Bed

27 / 36 / 54

6

75/80
6

Terra Seating Series

Frame Colors

Terra is a seating series from Norix with a wide assortment
of offerings that allow facilities to create highly customized
configurations from one product line. That means no more
endless searching for furniture that meets your specific
needs. Terra is tailored for one-stop shopping for highly
durable and aesthetically pleasing integrated seating.

Black

Metallic Silver

Wood Base Colors

Maple

Teak

Walnut

Urethane Arm Caps

Black

26.4

22” seat width

25.5

7

30” seat width

Hundreds of upholstery
options.
Arm caps available
in black & taupe
polyurethane, or in
maple, teak and walnut
wood color.

Double stitched and with no
exposed staples to provide extra
security.

3 arm options

Open

Choose from
black, & silver
steel frames.
Enclosed bottom panel for security.
(optional ballast plate available)

Half
upholstered

Fully
upholstered

Tamper-resistant
non-removable
nylon glide.

Tamper-resistant security
hardware for safety.

Tandem seating

Tons of Seating Options

Seats and backs are constructed with heavy duty
wood encased in foam. Hundreds of upholstery
options are available in different fabrics, grades and
price points, giving facilities the opportunity to match
the furniture to their space.
Arm caps are available in wood or polyurethane, while
frames are constructed with black, taupe or silver
steel. Upholstery is double stitched and attached
with hidden staples, and secure hardware means
products are safer and tamper resistant.
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Forma Series

Steel Color

To provide customers and facilities with one source for all of
their furniture needs, Norix has expanded its offerings with
Forma, a modular upholstered seating line that is designed
with attractive features and engineered to be highly durable.
The ten pieces in this designer-friendly line of products –
including arm chairs, cubes, benches and wedges – are ideal
for lobbies, waiting rooms, staff areas and supervised areas
such as group therapy and activity spaces.

Metallic Silver

Molded Plinth Base Colors

Fossil

Moss

Raven

Laminate Cube Top Colors

Wild Cherry

Arm Chair

Armless Chair

Left Arm Chair

Right Arm Chair

32
32

Montana Walnut

Outside Wedge
8.5

Asian Sun

Kensington Maple

Inside Wedge
31.1

Bench Wedge

26

18.5

Bench

29.5
Cube

9

30

Cube with
Laminate

Cube with
Power

30

Hundreds of upholstery
options.
10 pieces in series, including arm
chairs, cubes, benches and wedges.

Upholstery is double-stitched for extra
strength and aesthetic appeal.

No exposed staples.

Includes wood panel support with
secure hardware.

Plinth or steel base options.
Series can be ballasted, bolted
down or ganged together to limit
movement.

Endless Configurations

Facilities can choose from plinth or steel bases,
while Norix’s expansive upholstery offerings give
customers hundreds of options in different grades,
fabrics and price points. Products can be bolted
down, ganged or left free-standing, providing
facilities maximum flexibility if new configurations
are needed in the future or if furniture needs to stay
in one place. Forma provides a high level of versatility
and can help facilities with all of their furniture needs
across their entire environment.
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Hondo Nuevo® Series

A new line of unique furniture that combines superior
durability, comfort and style and that includes chair, bench
and wedge options that allow for flexible, modular seating
arrangements. Hondo Nuevo® is specially designed for
education interiors where robust products are a must.

Modern Design

The Hondo Nuevo® Series combines modern design,
ergonomically correct style and comfortable lumbar
support with a beautiful, thick vinyl skin and 3 lb density
polyurethane foam filling. This unique combination
of superior durability, comfort and style is available in
several seat, bench and wedge options to create flexible
modular seating arrangements. Molded exterior skin
tops are attached with tamper resistant fasteners to your
choice of molded plinth, steel, molded wood grain leg or
genuine wood leg base options.
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Hondo Nuevo® Series
Seat Colors

A line of unique furniture that combines superior durability,
comfort and style and that includes chair, bench and wedge
options that allow for flexible, modular seating arrangements.
Hondo Nuevo® is specially designed for facilities where robust
products are a must.

Extremely durable, 1/4" thick
rotationally molded skin is
impervious to fluids and
puncture resistant to 184 lbs.

Seamless chemically
resistant surface is easy
to clean and sanitize.

Lagoon

Wild Berry

Pine Cone

Raven

Graphite

Molded Wood Base Colors

3 lb density polyurethane
foam filling for cushioned
comfort.

Walnut

Maple

Molded Plinth Base Colors

Raven

Moss

Fossil

Steel Base Color

Metallic Silver

Premium material is fully
compounded for superior
color, fire retardancy and
quality assurance.

Meets the stringent ANSI/BIFMA
X5.4-2005 furniture standard,
dynamic drop tested to a relative
impact force of two times BIFMA 5.4
15.4.2 and 750 lb static load while
also Cal TB133 compliant.

30" Arm
Chair
32

30" Armless
Chair

Left Arm
Sectional

32

31

30

32

30

Bench Wedge
18.5
30

30

Right Arm
Sectional

31

30

Bench
18.5

20.8

24" Armless
Chair

30

30

Round
Ottoman

Cube

30

31

31.5

24

18.5
30

High Back
Chair
44

32

18.5
17.6

Seat
Wedge

32

Foot Stool
20

24

Smooth, exterior surface is impervious to fluids and
highly puncture resistant, yet easy to clean and sanitize.
Fabricated drip edge allows moisture to run off the chair
and not into the base.

32

31

30

Robust Durability

30

Stool
18.5

30

18
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Mix-Up™
Mix-Up that allows you to use five
different-shaped products to produce
endless configurations. This diverse
series is perfect for waiting rooms,
lobbies or any area where playful,
attractive and durable furniture is
applicable.
Endless upholstery options and three
base colors allow facilities to pick an
aesthetic that perfectly matches their
environment. Choose products that are
round, square, wedge, semi-circle and
rectangle. Then … well … mix them up!

Materials

Mix-Up can bring a pop of color or a calming element to facilities due to the enormous upholstery
options available. Choose upholstery in different grades, colors, patterns, materials and price points
to fit your budget and requirements. High density foam inside the chair allows for comfortable yet
stable sitting, while the base is made of high impact polyethylene that is available in three neutral
colors, each of which pairs well with nearly all upholstery options.

Shapes

Mix-Up is highly configurable due to its variety in shapes. The
products are designed in round, square, wedge, semi-circle and
rectangles. This allows you to mix and match different forms to create
highly customized configurations that meet your facility’s requirements
or vision. Want to use the rectangles to create a square? You can do
that. Mix and match shapes to create your own artistic configuration?
Sure. Use these products to accompany other Norix product lines?
Go for it!

Testing: GREENGUARD Gold Certified, California Technical Bulletin 117, BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2, 1000 lb Static Load
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Mix-Up™
Mix-Up is a new furniture line from Norix that allows
you to use five different-shaped products to produce
endless configurations. This diverse series is perfect
for day rooms, lobbies or any area where playful,
attractive and durable furniture is applicable. Endless
upholstery options and three base colors allow
facilities to pick an aesthetic that perfectly matches
their environment. Choose products that are round,
square, wedge, semi-circle and rectangle.
Then … well … mix them up!

Five different shapes allow
for endless configurations.
High density foam interior provides
stability and comfortable sitting.

Enormous upholstery options in
different grades, colors, patterns,
materials and price points.
High-impact polyethylene bases
available in three colors.

Upholstery

Our upholstery comes in a variety of performance grades so you can choose the appropriate vinyl for your facility. Both seat and back
cushions are field replaceable.

Wedge

Large Round

Round

17.5

17.5

17.5

18.2

38

17.7

Rectangle

Square

17.7
17.5

17.5

35.7

17.7

Molded Plinth Base Colors

Moss

Fossil

Raven

14

Harmony™
The Harmony Series blends form and function to
deliver the unique combination of exceptional
durability and a residential look for facilities that
need residential products for their challenging
environments. Limited lifetime warranty for structural
integrity. In spite of that rugged interior, the Harmony
Series is elegant, versatile and aesthetically pleasing.

Seat and back junction available
as standard fit or with an extended
clean out.

Hundreds of
upholstery options.

Robust fully welded steel frame
for maximum strength
and durability.

Highly durable
polyurethane arm caps
are one piece, full length,
and securely bolted to
steel frame.

Generous seat width and
cushioned support provide
comfortable lounging.

Superior Construction

Interior steel frame for unparalleled structural integrity. Arm chair
weighs 130 lbs. Love seats, sofas, and benches offer the same
construction with more seating options.

Injection molded nylon feet
are engineered for strength
and to protect floors.

Upholstery

Our upholstery comes in a variety of performance grades so you can choose the appropriate vinyl for your facility. Both seat and back
cushions are field replaceable.

View our complete line of upholstery options at
www.norix.com/fabrics.
Arm Chair
Square Back

Love Seat

Round Back

Square Back

Round Back

Bariatric Chair

Sofas
Square Back

Round Back

32.3
31

32.5

Armless

High Back Chair

39

78.5

2 Seat Bench

3 Seat Bench

Coffee Table

End Table

47.8

32
28

58

18
24

33

32.5

24.3

55.3

78.5

18

17.8
28

48

28

Arm Cap/Feet
Options: Round or Square Back, Full or Short Apron, Clean Out or Standard Fit, Open or Closed Bottom,
CAL TB 133 upgradeable upholstery
Raven
15

Testing: GREENGUARD Gold Certified, California Technical Bulletin 117, BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2, 1000 lb Static Load
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Element™
Element is a designer-friendly series of lounge
furniture that provides facilities with reliable
performance. Mix and match the Element Lounge
Chair, Love Seat and Sofa throughout your facility
depending upon the needs of spaces.

Clean Out between seat and
back allows dirt and debris to
fall to the ground rather than
gather in chair.

Upholstery available
in a variety of patterns
and grades.

Specially formulated
arm cap attached to
frame with T-nuts.

Frame is made of
heavy duty milled
wood for strength
and durability.

Generous seat width and
cushioned support provide
comfortable lounging.

Injection molded nylon feet
are engineered for strength
and to protect floors.

Durability

Features and Benefits

Element is highly durable due to construction and the
materials. On the inside, Element is supported by a
sturdy milled-wood frame that is connected with metal
hardware to ensure durability and longevity. On the
outside, the arm rests are protected and covered with
a specially formulated arm cap. These arm caps are
available in two colors – black and taupe – and are
mounted to the wood frame with steel T-nuts.

Whether you are picking a lounge chair, loveseat or
sofa, Element will add to or create an aesthetic appeal
in dayrooms, lounges, lobbies or other areas in your
facility where you need attractive furniture. Additionally,
the series was designed to last and is appropriate for
constant-use environments in facilities that see lots
of traffic.

Upholstery

Our upholstery comes in a variety of performance grades so you can choose the appropriate vinyl for your facility. Both seat
and back cushions are field replaceable.

Arm Cap/Feet

Lounge Chair
32.5

Raven

29

32.5

32.5
29

Sofa

Love Seat

29

52

29

75

Options: Arm Caps and Feet: Raven, CAL TB 133 upgradeable upholstery
Testing: GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified, ANSI/BIFMA X5.4-2012 , UL.COM/GG, BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2, 1000 lb Static Load
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Forté™ Lounge

Wood Base

Forté™ is the designer series of furniture that is fashioned
for comfort, flexibility and durability. With a variety of colors
to choose from and an upholstery option for seating, this
series is perfect for fire stations and includes a lounge chair
and guest chair that come with or without arms. These
products are engineered and proven suitable for daily use in
demanding environments.

Maple

Teak

Molded Plinth Base

Steel Base

Fossil

Metallic Silver

Extremely durable, one-piece rotationally
molded polyethylene seat is impervious to
fluids and incredibly impact resistant.

Moss

Generous seat width coordinates with
appropriate seat and arm height for proper
ergonomics and easy egress.

Molded-in steel threaded inserts provide
secure steel to steel connections and
optional ganging side-to-side.

Ballasting option available
on plinth base

Dynamic drop tested to a relative
impact force of two times BIFMA 5.4
15.4.2 and 1000 lb static load while also
CAL TB133 compliant.

Premium material is fully compounded
for superior color, fire retardancy and
quality assurance.

Arm Lounge

32.9
30.9

Armless Lounge

32.8

27

Walnut

30.9

31.6

27

30.9

32.9

27

30.9

32.8

27

30.9

31.6

27

30.9

27

Options: Upholstery, Ganging Kit, Bolt Down Kit, CAL TB 133 Upgradeable Upholstery, Ballasting Bags
Testing: GREENGUARD Gold Certified, California Technical Bulletin 117-2013, UL1056, ASTM E1537, NFPA 261, UL94 HB,
British Standard BS 7176: 2007, BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2, 1000 lb Static Load
17

GRO U P / DAYRO O M

Forté™ Guest

Extremely durable, onepiece rotationally molded
polyethylene seat is
impervious to fluids and
incredibly impact resistant.

Hundreds of upholstery options.

Generous seat width
coordinates with
appropriate seat and
arm height for proper
ergonomics and easy
egress.

Molded-in access port
with threaded screw cap
for adding additional
weight with sand.

Premium material is
fully compounded
for superior color, fire
retardancy and quality
assurance.

Molded-in steel threaded inserts provide secure steel to steel
connections and optional ganging side to side.

Non-removable steel encased floor glides for
floor protection.

Arm Guest

Armless Guest

This guest chair includes all of the
comfort, durability and beauty of our
armless chair, plus the additional comfort
of arm support that provides hand over
ankle positioning for easier egress.

Our guest chairs are made of one-piece
rotationally molded polyethylene and are
manufactured with ergonomic contours
that provide support. These chairs are
pitched slightly forward and allow for comfortable sitting at tables.

32.9
30.9

24

32.9
30.9

21

Guest and Lounge Seat Colors

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

Mojave

Pine Cone

River Rock

Lagoon

Sea Spray

Graphite

Options: Upholstery, Ganging Kit, Bolt Down Kit, CAL TB 133 Upgradeable Upholstery, Ballasting Bags
Testing: GREENGUARD Gold Certified, California Technical Bulletin 117-2013, UL1056, ASTM E1537, NFPA 261, UL94 HB,
British Standard BS 7176: 2007, BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2, 750 lb Static Load
18

Affinity Series
Affinity. A natural liking for, or attraction to a person,
idea, or thing. That thing from Norix is a chair, but not
just any chair. Affinity represents the great length
Norix engineers have gone to create a chair that blends
attractive form, comfort, versatility, and reliability.
Affinity combines a metallic silver frame with hundreds
of seat and back options. Available with or without
arms, and optional upholstered or wood back, the chair
makes a great companion to the broad assortment of
Norix tables. The elegant appearance of Affinity lends
itself extremely well to lobbies, meeting spaces, and
dining areas.

Optional upholstered or wood backs.
Wood backs available in either Maple
(shown) or Walnut color.
Black urethane
arm caps

18.5” Seat Width

Metallic Silver Frame

19

Wood Back Colors

Steel Base

Arm Caps

Maple

Metallic Silver

Black

Walnut (Stain)

Injection molded
nylon glides for floor
protection

RockSmart™ Series
RockSmart™ is a contemporary rocking chair
designed from the ground up for soothing
comfort, exceptional durability and aesthetic
appeal Its signature one-piece shape is sculpted
from rotationally molded polyethylene for a
calming, safe and comfortable rock.

44

40.25

27

25.5

RockSmart 18
Weights: 51 lbs.
or 71 lbs.

Premium material is fully
compounded for superior
color, fire retardancy and
quality assurance.

RockSmart 16
Weights: 48 lbs.
or 71 lbs.

Seat Colors

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

River Rock

Lagoon

Sea Spray

Pine Cone

Mojave

Graphite

No assembly
required.

Sculpted shape provides an
ergonomically comfortable sit.

One-piece rotationally
molded polyethylene with
lightly textured surface
allows for easy cleaning.

Engineered to Endure. Dynamic drop tested to
a relative impact force of two times BIFMA 5.4
15.4.2 and 500 lb static load while also CAL TB133
compliant.

20

Gibraltar™ Series
At last, a collection of in-line seating that delivers
intensive-use security and durability in a sleek,
contemporary design. Gibraltar is designed to survive
the rigors of continuous use – and look great doing it.
Heavy duty flat steel plate
welded to the frame at each
seat location to provide
strength, support and a
mounting platform on which
the seat is securely attached.

Premium material is fully
compounded for superior
color, fire retardancy and
quality assurance.

35.3

98

Seat Colors

Extremely durable one-piece
molded polyethylene seat and
back. Smooth, seamless nonabsorbent surface is easy to clean.

Engineered to Endure. Dynamic
drop tested to a relative impact
force of two times BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2
and 1000 lb static load while also
Cal TB133 compliant.
21

2" diameter, 14 gauge
tubular steel, bent and
welded to provide arm or
armless in-line seating.
Standard configurations
for 1 to 4 people.

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

Raven

Lagoon

Pine Cone

Frame Color

Metallic Silver

Integra Armless
Integra chairs are specifically designed for intensive use
applications, yet comfortable and lightweight. They’re molded
in one piece so you don’t have to worry about assembled
components coming loose. They’re stackable and they pass
the rigid California Technical Bulletin 133 Flammability Test.
Each chair weighs only
7 lbs so stacking 15 of
them in a seven foot
high space is easily
accomplished.

33

21.3

19

Unique leg shape and 11/2"
deep “X” ribs molded into
the seat bottom for superior
strength.

Molded from high-impact grade copolymer
polypropylene with fire retardant additives.
Passes the rigid California Technical Bulletin
#133 Flammability Test.

Seat Colors

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

River Rock

Lagoon

Sea Spray

Pine Cone

Mojave

Graphite

Progress Seating
Progress is a passive ergonomic stackable chair. With a
living hinge molded into the backrest, Progress is designed
to supply a high level of back comfort in both upright and
relaxed sitting positions. With or without upholstery, the
Progress chair looks good in any environment. Pick from
many different fabric grades to go with black legs and you
have an attractive combination to accent a training room,
a classroom, a lobby or an office.
Living hinge for
comfortable back
flex.

One-piece injection-molded
high-impact grade copolymer
polypropylene.

Stacks 12 chairs
high in 80".

Secure fitting leg
without mechanical
hardware.

32.5

23.3

19.8

Seat Colors

River Rock

Wild Berry

Raven

Lagoon

Leg Color
Legs are powder coated
black aluminum.
Engineered to Endure. Tested to 750
lb static load and passes the stringent
ANSI/BIFMA X5.1 furniture test.

Black

22

Wink™ Lounge Series
This is Wink, a newly envisioned lounge chair with attitude,
aesthetics and durability to boot. It’s a cure for the ordinary, with
a wide array of colors and fabrics to choose from. It’s cool. It’s hip.
And its bold curves make other chairs seem… well … square.
Generous cushion width coordinates
with appropriate seat and arm height for
proper ergonomics and easy egress.
Premium material is fully
compounded for superior
color, fire retardancy and
quality assurance.

Smooth, continuous
molded surface allows
for easy cleaning.

29

26

Seat Colors

The seat features a side
wipeout and back cleanout
for easy cleaning.

Molded in access port with
threaded screw cap for
ballast weighting capability.

Tamper-resistant steel
encased floor glides
for floor protection.
23

31

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

River Rock

Lagoon

Sea Spray

Pine Cone

Mojave

Graphite

A-Maze™
A new kids furniture product from Norix, A-Maze is a one-seat wonder
due to the endless configurations that can be created. Its six plush
colors, secure construction and playful shape make this perfect for
daycares, lobbies, dayrooms, play areas and any other place in your
facility where children may gather. This light-weight product can be
moved and re-configured as needed and is applicable to high-traffic and
constant-use areas.

Made of rotationally molded, high-impact
polyethylene for maximum durability.

Smooth surface is easy to clean
and sanitize with common
cleaning solutions when used as
directed.

Rounded edges throughout
product provide safeguard
against injury.

Designed with no
holes or moving parts.
21.7

Six kid-friendly colors that pop.

Premium TruColor™ material
is fully compounded for
superior color and quality
assurance.
FDA Approved and
GREENGUARD Gold Certified
for low chemical
emissions to UL 2818.
UL.COM/GG.
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Innovative Construction

Aside from being aesthetically pleasing and highly configurable, the construction and design of A-Maze make
this a safe and secure product that is suitable for use by children. You can rest assured that this kidappropriate product also will provide a long-term furniture solution for your facility and look good along the way.

Color Palette
Testing: GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified

Poppy

Canary

Grey Velvet

Lily Pad

Cobalt

Fuchsia
24

Hex-It™ Series
Oh Hex! No, we aren’t commanding you to put a spell on it. The name
Hex-It actually is derived from the hexagonal shape of this new kids seating and table solution from Norix. This multi-function marvel allows you
to flip the product on one side and use it as a stool. Flip it on its other
side and you have a table. It’s an ideal kids furniture series with a fun
shape that’s ready to be configured to your space.
FDA Approved and GREENGUARD
Gold Certified for low chemical
emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

Made of rotationally molded, high-impact
polyethylene for maximum durability.
15.2

Designed with no holes
or moving parts.

Premium TruColor™
material is fully
compounded for
superior color and
quality assurance.

13

Smooth surface is
easy to clean and
sanitize.

20.3
25.6

Move It Around
13

Hex-It can be picked up re-arranged for different uses. In the morning, a group of these products can be
used as stools just for sitting. Later in the day, pick one up, flip it over and surround it with stools, and you
have the perfect table to play games on or have a snack. Perfect for where kids gather.

20.6
Color Palette
Testing: GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified

Poppy
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Canary

Grey Velvet

Lily Pad

Cobalt

Fuchsia

Elle Series
The Elle Series Chair and Table is a fairy-tale take on kids
furniture for education facilities looking for a seating
solution that is fun and safe for use by children. Both Elle
products are available in six plush colors and are highly
durable, making them perfect for dayrooms, lobbies and
other places in facilities where children gather.

New Image
The Elle Chair

The heart of the series is the Elle Chair, which was designed to look
like a playful abstraction of an elephant with a cute trunk, wiggly
tale and floppy ears. A child-appropriate back rest provides secure
seating for the little ones using this product.

26

The Elle Table

22.4

The Elle Table features a Safari scene on its front and three docking stations on its
backside that can house three Elle Chairs. Additionally, two tables can be pushed and
ganged together, providing a larger surface space and six docks for Elle chairs. It also
can be pushed up against a wall to save space. It creates a perfect little majestic jungle
wonder world!
27.5

55.2

FDA Approved and GREENGUARD
Gold Certified for low chemical
emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

Rounded edges throughout product
provide safeguard against injury.

Made of rotationally molded, high-impact polyethylene for maximum durability.

19.3

Cute ellephant
motif surrounds
kids with friends.
19.5

Can easily be ganged
together for a larger
hexagonal table that seats
six.

22.4

Fun jungle relief theme to
inspire imagination and
exploration.

Color Palette
Testing: GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified

Poppy
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Canary

Grey Velvet

Lily Pad

Cobalt

Fuchsia

Leg Style Series
When you start with 4” diameter 14 gauge tubular steel legs
fully welded to 1/4” steel mounting plates, you end up with an
incredibly strong, stable and durable table. The legs are joined to
the top using tamper-resistant screws connected to embedded
T-nuts, for a secure steel-to-steel connection. Optional 21/2” legs
provide an attractive residential alternative. Legs are solid as a
rock. The Leg Style Table won’t wobble or tip. Lean on it with all
your weight. That’s peace of mind.

30
96
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Permanently bonded to a core of 45 lb
density M3 grade particle board with
embedded T-nuts for securing top to base
with a metal-to-metal connection.

Heavy duty leg style tables built for stability.
Engineered and suitable for continuous daily
use in an fire station environment.

Steel tubing welded to steel
plate for attaching top.

Bottom of leg sealed by means of a fully
welded inset threaded to accommodate an
adjustable leveling glide.

Product tested to
1,000 lb static load.

Leg Color

Laminates

Wild Cherry

Montana Walnut

Kensington Maple

Asian Sun

Titanium Evolve

Titanium Evolve
Game Top

Black

Metallic Silver

28

Multi-Purpose Series
Most commercial tables are put together with easily removed screws,
nuts, bolts, screw-out glides and snap-on parts. Norix created the
Multi-Purpose Series of tables specifically to avoid those attributes
so you don’t have to think about the possibility of injury by altered
furniture parts.
Edge is routed to receive glued
and pinned black vinyl T-molding.
11/4" thick edge profile.

42

42

29

Heavy-duty construction with
commercial grade laminate surface
and glued and pinned T-mold edge.
Legs fastened to embedded T-nuts.
Laminates

Wild Cherry

Montana Walnut

Kensington Maple

Asian Sun

Titanium Evolve

Titanium Evolve
Game Top

Product tested to
500 lb static load.

Leg Color

45 lb density M3 grade particle
board with embedded T-nuts
sandwiched with decorative
laminate and backer sheet.

29

Black

12 gauge steel tubes,
fully welded and sealed
on exposed ends. Glides
adjust for leveling, but
are tamper-resistant as a
security precaution.

Metallic Silver

Forté™ Weighted Down Café
Tables
Molded cylindrical hour glass base pairs with Forte™ Guest Chairs.
Available as a one piece polymer table or with optional laminated
top options. Engineered and proven suitable for daily use in
demanding environments.

Selected laminate material
permanently bonded to a core of
45 lb density particle board with
permanently embedded T-nuts for
securing top to base.

Product tested to 1,000 lbs static load.

Polyurethane edge is radiused for
safety and pressure fused to the
top, rendering it permanently nonremovable and highly sanitary. 11/2"
thick edge profile.

One-piece rotationally molded polyethylene
with lightly textured maintenance-free
surface which allows for easy cleaning.
Specially formulated, fire-retardant, highimpact polyethylene with ultraviolet light
stabilizers.

Your Top, Your Base, Your Size

The Fortè Cafè table is available in a variety of sizes, tops and options. Select the tables that fit your space perfectly.

48

30.3

29

29

22

36

42

42

22

42

30.3

22

Wild Cherry

30.3

22

Laminates

48

48

22

Molded Plinth Base

Montana Walnut

Kensington Maple

Asian Sun

Titanium Evolve

Titanium Evolve
Game Top

Fossil

Moss

Raven

Testing: GREENGUARD Gold CertifiedCalifornia Technical Bulletin 133, UL1056, ASTM E1537, NFPA 261, UL94 HB, British Standard BS 7176: 2007, 1000 lb Static Load
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Forté™ Occasional Table
Free standing occasional tables can be optionally ganged with lounge seating for intermediate or corner
tables. Choose one of three base options, wood, steel or molded polymer and pair with your choice of molded
polymer or laminate top with permanently affixed urethane edge. All tops come with embedded T-nuts for a
secure steel-to-steel connection.

13.5

13.3

12.3

27

27

27
Decorative high pressure laminate is permanently bonded to a core of 45 lb density
particle board with permanently embedded
T-nuts for securing top to base.

Polyurethane edge is radiused for safety
and pressure fused to the top, rendering
it permanently non-removable and highly
sanitary. 13/4" thick edge profile.

Cut, formed and welded steel.
11/2" square steel tubing with
12 gauge structural members.
Top Colors

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

Mojave

Pine Cone

Laminates

Wild Cherry

River Rock

Lagoon

Sea Spray

Wood Base

Montana Walnut

Molded Plinth Base

Kensington Maple

Asian Sun

Titanium Evolve

Maple

Teak

Kensington Maple

Steel Base

Testing: GREENGUARD Gold Certified, BIFMA 5.4 15.4.2, 1000 lb Static Load
Fossil
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Moss

Metallic Silver

Graphite

72

Oasis Cafeteria Series
®

If your environment demands a more robust solution for cluster seating,
your search is over. The new Oasis® Series is designed and engineered
specifically for dayrooms, dining halls and staff areas. Oasis® is perfect
for situations where users need more back support than traditional
stools provide.

34

45 lb density M3 grade particle
board, with embedded T-nuts for
securing the top to the base.

Ergonomic seats provide back
support and swivel for easy
access and egress.

One-piece seat and back.
Smooth, non-absorbent
surface is easy to clean.

Premium TruColor™ material is fully
compounded for superior color, fire
retardancy and quality assurance.

Molded-in threaded steel inserts
provide for tamper-resistant,
“steel-to-steel” attachment to
reinforced seat support plate.

Heavy-duty cluster seating.
Designed and engineered
specifically for intensive-use
environments such as dayrooms
and dining areas.

Tested to 1,000 lb static load.

Top Colors

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

Mojave

Pine Cone

River Rock

Lagoon

Tops (Laminate & Metal)

Maple

Walnut

Sea Spray

Graphite

Leg Color

Asian Sun

Wild Cherry

Titanium Evolve

Titanium Evolve
Game Top

Stainless Steel
Inlay

Metallic Silver

Black
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Max-Master Series
Engineered for superior strength and durability, the Max-Master Series is particularly well suited for dining halls
and dayrooms where reliable performance is a must. Whether bolted to the floor or freestanding on adjustable
glides, the distinctive individual seat/leg design provides superior stability than traditional pedestal tables.
Compression molded composite seats, premium table top and unique steel leg design deliver an exceptional table
for continuous daily use in challenging environments.

Choice of 3 tops with 4, 6 or 8
seats. Engineered and suitable for
continuous daily use in an
institutional environment.

Premium M3 Grade, 45 lb density particle
board table top core is sandwiched between
1
/8" thick hardboard and faced with premium
.050” thick high pressure laminate for superior
quality and long term durability.

Tested to 1,000 lbs static load.

Permanently embedded T-nuts
secure top to base with tight steelto-steel connection for maximum
long term reliability.

Molded edge is radiused for safety
and comfort, pressure fused
to the top, rendering it firmly
attached and highly sanitary.

3" diameter, 14 gauge
steel tubing.

Four molded-in threaded
inserts for superior metal-tometal connection.

Non-removable glides (or bolt-down).

13" diameter high density
color impregnated
compression molded
composite that is highly
scratch and stain resistant.

Seat

Tops Options

Canyon

Wild Berry

Meadow

Mojave

Lagoon

Maple

Walnut

Asian Sun

Wild Cherry

Sea Spray

Pine Cone

River Rock

Raven

Stainless Steel

Titanium Evolve

Titanium Evolve
Game Top

Stainless Steel
Channel

Stainless Steel
With Quietcore

Steel Base Color

*Available in select styles: Game Top, Stainess Steel Channel and Stainless Steel with Quietcore.

Options: Leg Protectors, Stainless Steel Seats, Non-Removable Glides, Bolt Down
Testing: GREENGUARD Gold Certified, 1000 lb Static Load
Black

Metallic Silver

Norix Installation Services
Norix education furniture is safe, secure and built to last
…providing outstanding long-term value and peace of
mind for your staff. For facilities not using contractors or
consultants, it makes sense to reinforce the benefits of
the furniture with a installation from Norix.

Benefits of Installation Services:
• Expert installation services, performed by professionals
experienced in all facility installations.
• Complex installation capabilities, including field drilling into
concrete, secure bolt-down and application of security caulk.
• All labor, installation hardware and materials included.
• Seamless transaction on same purchase order as furniture.
• Reinforces product warranty.

AT NORIX, WE DESIGN INNOVATIVE, ROBUST FURNITURE
THAT MEETS THE REAL-WORLD NEED FOR HUMANIZING
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS.

MADE WITH
RECYCLED
CONTENT

RECYCLABLE
PRODUCT

PROPRIETARY
WOOD GRAIN
TECHNOLOGY

MADE IN THE

USA

Individual attributes vary by product. See specification sheet for details
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